USE OF BREEDING CRATE

SUPPORT BOAR ON TWO 2"x6" FOOTBOARDS WITH FRONT ENDS RESTING ON CLEATED GATE AND REAR ENDS ON CLEATED FLOOR. ADJUST HEIGHT TO SUIT; THEN INSERT A 2"x4" BAR THRU SLATS AND UNDER 2"x6" FOOTBOARDS.

CAUTION SHOULD BE USED TO PREVENT CRACKING ANIMALS JAW WITH HEADGATE.

NOTE:
1. USE CARRIAGE BOLTS WHEREVER PRACTICABLE. ROUNDED HEAD SIDE TOWARDS ANIMAL TO PREVENT INJURY.
2. ALL LUMBER IN CONTACT WITH WOOD SHOULD BE PRESSURE TREATED WITH CREEDEOTE OR SIMILAR PRESERVATIVE. ALL OTHER LUMBER TO BE PAINTED WITH WOOD PRESERVATIVE.
3. ALL METAL TO BE GALVANIZED OR PAINTED WITH A METAL PRESERVATIVE.
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This archival plan is provided as a study plan only and may not be suitable for construction without modification, and may not be appropriate for all locales. Code officials and other authorities should always be consulted before any construction is attempted.